FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Microscan Introduces the World’s
Smallest Machine Vision Smart Camera
with Embedded Ethernet
RENTON, WA, June 26, 2014 – Microscan, a global
technology leader in barcode, machine vision, and lighting
solutions, announces the availability of the Vision MINI Xi
industrial compact smart camera with embedded Ethernet. As
part of Microscan’s award-winning AutoVISION® machine
vision product suite, this tiny powerhouse is packed with
features for close-range industrial auto ID, inspection, and
other machine vision applications.
Microscan’s new industrial Vision MINI Xi is the world’s smallest fully-integrated smart camera with
embedded Ethernet, measuring in at1 in (25.4 mm) x 1.8 in (45.7 mm) x 2.1 in (53.3 mm) andweighing3.2
oz (91 g). The Vision MINI Xi features both Ethernet and serial connectivity, a 24-volt interface, and
optically isolated I/O in one compact package.
Manufacturing engineers looking for robust inspection, color matching, symbol decoding, or OCR can
count on the Vision MINI Xi to fit into tight spaces in assembly line manufacturing and component tracking
applications. The Vision MINI Xi can handle dot peen marks on power-train components, laser markings
on medical devices or PCBs, as well as traditional printed barcodes on packaging and labels.
Together with the easy-to-use AutoVISION machine vision software, the Vision MINI Xi is the ideal
solution for manufacturers who need to read barcodes, but require the flexibility to add additional
inspection capabilities to their processes using a single hardware device. All Microscan smart cameras
run on the same vision software with easy job portability, or upgrade to Microscan’s advanced
Visionscape® platform with 50+ machine vision tools without the need to switch cameras.
For more information on Microscan’s new Vision MINI Xi smart camera and AutoVISION® 3.0 software
release, visit www.microscan.com.
About Microscan
Microscan is a global leader in technology for precision data acquisition and control solutions serving a
wide range of automation and OEM applications. Founded in 1982, Microscan has a strong history of
technology innovation that includes the invention of the first laser diode barcode scanner and the 2D
symbology, Data Matrix. Today, Microscan remains a technology leader in automatic identification and
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machine vision with extensive solutions for ID tracking, traceability and inspection ranging from basic
barcode reading up to complex machine vision inspection, identification, and measurement.
As an ISO 9001:2008 certified company recognized for quality leadership in the U.S., Microscan is known
and trusted by customers worldwide as a provider of quality, high precision products. Microscan is a
Spectris company.
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